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BENIGN TODAY? NYC Imaging Detective 
Finds Abnormal Skin Disorder in Some Chela-
tion Patients 
January 21, 2021- A recent review of a percentage of patients formerly 
showing elevated traces of HEAVY METALS in the bloodstream now 
appear to show latent presence of calcium deposits under the skin. These 
concerning reactions particularly from patients with raised-to-high AR-
SENIC and MERCURY levels (indicated in the patients’ blood tests) 
appear as significant tissue disorientation as a result of heavy calcium 
buildup within the dermal area as shown from ultrasound imaging scans.  

In a recent study, Dr. Robert Bard of the Bard Diagnostic Imaging Center (NYC) uncovered a significant pattern 
of patients with skin lesions in the face and arms, and through the use of advanced ultrasound scanning, found 
unsuspected micro-calcific pockets in the intradermal tissues. Deeper scans using 3D imaging of subdermal cal-
cification showed further presence of calcium deposition.  The soft tissues were scanned with 4D imaging to 
quantify these tissue abnormalities.

Further studies are now being performed at Dr. Bard's research facility where he is collaborat-
ing with top experts in the field of dermatopathology. “Complex biopsies and other diagnostic 
analyses are being considered to explore the life cycle of these calcium deposits since we 
learned from environmental disasters like 9/11 that what was once benign, years later, shows 
grave new "surprises" -including cancers.  Throughout my career as clinical radiologist, I take 
nothing for granted... especially when things that [even] appear to be related to the biological 
exposure of toxins." (See complete report: www.AngioNews.com)

2021 ANNOUNCEMENT FOR OUR PATIENTS
Staying on top of your health is paramount- especially in our current health 
crisis.  New innovations in patient care technologies helps maintain our 
promise to support all our patients vital needs. Another recent upgrade to 
our practice is the virtual imaging partnership with renowned radiologist 
DR. ROBERT BARD, top diagnostic expert in NYC.  His imaging facility (can-
cerscan.com) is our NEW health resource for our patients diagnostic imag-
ing needs- including the recent findings and growing concerns about skin 
calcification in patients with elevated metals (see above article).

We look forward to hearing from you to discuss how we can help you im-
prove your health.  Together, we continue to work as an unbeatable team 
toward your opmtimal health... the smart, integrative way!
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